BODEGAS DEMENCIA
2017 Pyjama Mencia

Organically Farmed & Naturally Made

MISSION

Our mission is to create a sustainable
project, able to add value to our grapes,
and allowing us to maintain and recover
our vineyards to their best potential.

GRAPES
100% Mencia

TASTE PROFILE

Deep-Medium Purple red color. On the nose, medium to high intensity, with
remarkable presence of red fruit abounds from the glass. Ageing gives a mild touch
of the aromas of toasted, oak, almost imperceptible..

VINEYARD

BOTTLING DATE
June 2018

TOTAL PRODUCTION
1,221 - 6 bottle cases

The Vines are very on a terrain with very specific characteristics, especially
due to its slope and composition, which is very sandy. These peculiarities
have forced the plants, over years of cultivation, to adapt to the uniqueness
of this small natural environment. The vines age is elder than 50 years

STYLE OF VINTAGE

The vintage 2017 was marked by a terrible frost that reduced productionof grapes in
the Bierzo in more than 40%. He was also tremendously influenced for a very mild and
dry winter, and a historical summer drought. The plants that endured gave us grapes
of good balance and loads of fruit. It was a very early harvest.

HARVEST
By hand, September &
October of 2017

APPELLATION

WINEMAKING & AGING

.Bierzo D.O

After eight days of on the skins, the skins were removed
and fermentation was finished in tank. The wine was then aged for
5 months in French oak barrels that were second and third use. 3 rackings
and blending of barrels was done to form the perfect wine!

ALTITUDE
500 Meters

FOOD PAIRINGS

ALCOHOL

Ranging from cheeses, to pork and beef, this wine is versatile. Try it with a
cheesburger and fries and thank us later!

14.5%

FORMAT
750ml
360 Picture

DOWNLOAD The LOGO App, Click
SCAN LOGO, Point your phone at the
label, and watch the label come to life,
educating you about the wine & more!
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